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Many changes have occurred as I get closer to finishing my first year as Gray County Extension 
Agent.  The things we can be certain of are that people will still need to eat and people will be need-
ed to provide that supply chain.  My primary role will still be to provide education and assistance to 
help Gray County producers be the most profitable where I can.  So, please feel free to seek me out 
for assistance about your operation…if I don’t have a good answer, chances are we can find some-
one who will.   Extension is currently being much more active through distance learning and social 
media (which has been a learning curve for sure).   
Recently, we have had the possibility for freeze damage in what looks like a decent wheat crop.  I 
have been in several fields this week and it’s still hard to tell at this point what you all may dealing 
with as the crop matures…we probably need another few days to see real significant damage to 
growing points, etc.  The good news is, I have only seen superficial damage to foliage…similar to 
top dress burn.   
As ground is being prepared for corn/cotton planting I really wonder about our carryover fertility 
levels from last year due to rainfall.  I think that if a guy isn’t soil sampling annually then now might 
be a good time to pick out a few fields to look at sampling and get a baseline as we go into the sea-
son.  Also, some fields may have had poor stands last season causing more of a “seedbank” for 
weeds than in the past so overlapping residual herbicides would be on my mind as well.   
I have several ideas in mind for result demonstration/research projects as some restrictions are lifted 
in our area.  Currently, we have irrigated cotton variety trials set up in Gray County and are working 
on some herbicide side x sides and some “pre-freeze” cotton defoliation programs we would like to 
look at. 
Again, if you would like to partner up on some field demonstrations or need a second opinion please 
reach out to me at the Gray County Agrilife Extension Office. 
 
 

*Remember to join the discussion on Facebook at the Gray County Aggie group*  
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Texas  A&M AgriLife Extension Service 

Gray County Office 

12125 E. Frederic Ave. 

Pampa, Texas 79065 

Phone: 806-669-8033 

Fax: 806-669-8029 

Email: nick.simpton@ag.tamu.edu                            

Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 

Nick Simpson 
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